
U3A Field Trip to Burrington Combe 

23rd July, 2018. 
 

Main Rock Types.        

CDL- Clifton Down Limestone BO- Burrington Oolite     BRL- Black Rock Limestone  

Summary.  

 

Walking in a southerly direction up Burrington 

Combe, we passed through 

 a sequence of massively-bedded Carboniferous 

limestones, 

all laid down in warm, tropical seas when Britain was 

south of the equator.   

The rocks were getting older, and, as we climbed up 

the  BRL- Black Rock 

 Limestone valley of the East Twin Brook, at the 

swallet, we crossed the junction 

 of the BRL with the Avon Beds. These clays and 

sandy  deposits marked the 

incursion of the sea over the Devonian desert 

sandstone. 

      

            

 

Site A.  Car park near the Rock of Ages. [Grid ref. 477 588] 

This was roughly on the boundary of CDL and BO.  Beds, where visible, dipped steeply 65 degrees to the north, 

caused by the Variscan Orogeny. 

In the cliffs, a more narrowly-bedded band of Dolomitic limestone stood out clearly. [Under certain conditions, 

magnesium dissolved in water has been introduced into the molecular structure of the calcite, resulting in a harder 

rock.] 

 

Pluckily scrambling a short distance up the east side of the combe, we saw an 

exceptionally complete example of a colonial coral, lithostrotion, in the CDL.  The 

whole mass of the coral [corallum], fanned out from the point of attachment to the 

rock at its base. The corallites, tubes in which the creatures once lived, were clearly 

visible. Warm, shallow tropical seas much like the clear waters round Bermuda today, 

must have been the environment of deposition. 

Before leaving the car park area, we looked at some specimens of BO.  A hand lens 

made clear the rounded grains [ooliths].  A small, dark centre was visible, perhaps a 

grain of sand around which the calcium carbonate had precipitated. Each oolith had 

rolled up and down a beach, gradually increasing in size 

. 

 

 



 

Site B. 

After walking southwards along the road for a few hundred yards, we  

looked at some specimens of BRL taken from the scree slopes.  This 

rock was bioclastic, with many small fragments of crinoids and corals, 

smashed in a strong tidal zone.   

A few slightly larger fossils were a rugose, solitary coral and spirifer, 

a long-hinged brachiopod.  Its ribbed shell indicated a high-energy 

environment. BRL contains a lot of clay minerals, which make it darker 

than the younger BO and CDL. 

 

 

Site C.  East Twin Swallet. [Grid ref. 479 582] 

This was a clear and 

dramatic marker of 

the junction between the BRL and the Avon Group sandstones, clays 

and mudstones. Water in the East Twin Brook has run for millennia 

from the top of Black Down, over the impermeable Devonian 

sandstone, and the variable bedding of the Avon Group rocks until it 

reached the soluble BRL, where it has gradually worn away a large 

swallet hole. This vertical shaft was the entrance to an underground 

river system. 

 

Following the brook upstream, we saw many 

angular chunks of Devonian red sandstone, which 

had not travelled far.  In contrast, the rounded 

quartz pebbles embedded in a sizeable specimen 

of Devonian conglomerate, must have been 

carried a long way to be worn so smooth. [We 

saw similar conglomerates at Beacon Hill, 

evidence of a major river system flowing from 

Wales, or perhaps the Lake District.] 

 

Finally, the stepped stream bed, showed how 

changeable conditions had been in this area at 

the start of the Carboniferous. There were clear bands of narrowly-bedded dark limestone interspersed with layers 

of softer clays and sandstones which the stream had worn away.  

 

 

 



 

Some geological background. 

Geology of Burrington Combe by  

Ian West University of Southamton 

 


